Regularly Scheduled Series (RSS) Dashboard Guide and Process Requirements

Questions:

rsc@umn.edu

or

Optional RSS Zoom Session offered Wednesdays at 1:00 pm
RSS Cycle

• OCPD accredits RSS on a Fiscal Year schedule. We will post the application for the next fiscal year by April 15. The submission due date is June 1 for RSS that start in July.

• OCPD does accept mid-cycle applications.

• Submit an application for your RSS. The application reflects your plans for your overall series, not the individual sessions. You will be asked to provide your anticipated schedule for your RSS on the application.

• OCPD will process and review the application. During this time, the Course Director and Planning Committee members will receive an email prompt to submit their financial disclosure form. An application cannot be marked as approved until all financial disclosures are submitted and reviewed.

• Once the application for your series has been approved, the Course Director and RSS Coordinator will be notified by email. The RSS Coordinator will be granted access rights to the series in the RSS Dashboard where the administration of the individual RSS sessions is handled.
The process at a glance:

- RSS Coordinators must take necessary steps to have their session in a pending status a minimum of 24 hours prior to the start of their session.
- Best practice is to add your speakers at least two weeks prior to the session date.
- Sessions that miss the deadline will be marked ineligible for CE credit.

RSS Coordinator enters session details and speaker(s) into RSS Dashboard

RSS Coordinator sends email to speakers as needed to prompt them to complete disclosure form

Speaker submits disclosure

If the speaker(s) have no financial relationships with ineligible companies, the session goes into PENDING status for OCPD final review.

If the speaker(s) have one or more financial relationships with ineligible companies, the session goes into IN REVIEW STATUS. The RSS Coordinator must email the speaker to request a copy of their slides/content outline and upload this to the RSS Dashboard. The Course Director is then prompted to complete a peer review.
RSS Dashboard Access

The individual listed as the RSS Coordinator on the RSS Application will be granted administrative access rights to CE Portal. To access:

• Go to [z.umn.edu/CEPortal](http://z.umn.edu/CEPortal) and sign in with your email address and CE Portal password.

• Scroll to the footer of the page and select **Administration** link. In the blue menu on the left > **Activities** > **RSS Dashboard** to view your RSS Sessions. Pay attention to the filters and adjust as needed to access the session dates you need.
Add your session details

1. Edit the topic details. Click on the hyperlinked topic or the pencil icon to access the RSS Activity Editor Screen.

2. RSS Activity Editor details:

• **Adjust the Name field to reflect your session name.** Note - whatever you put in this field will be reflected on the learners’ transcripts. *We have received feedback from learners that they value specificity so we strongly encourage you to reflect the specific title rather than only “Department X Grand Rounds”. Also, if you want to include your speaker’s name on the transcript, you should add it here as well, i.e. “Session Title, Presented by Dr. X” You do still have to add faculty to your Manage Faculty column in RSS Dashboard.*

• Type the location of your session. Whatever you type here will pull into your flyer.

• Double-check your date/time and make any edits. *IMPORTANT: If you change the duration of your session, e.g. 12:00 pm – 1:00 pm (1 hour) changed to 12:00 pm – 2:00 pm (2 hours), send an email to rsc@umn.edu so we can reset the number of credits available for the session.*

• You can also update the objectives to reflect your session-specific objectives if you would like. They default to your overall series objectives.
Add your session details - continued
Manage Faculty

• **Manage Faculty** – add your session faculty by selecting the Manage Faculty button on the RSS Dashboard for the session. Remember ALL individuals who will present or moderate need to be added to the Manage Faculty for the session.

• Use the dropdown box to do a faculty look-up by their last name. Leave the Request Disclosure button checkmark on; do not request their presentation.

If the individual is not available in the dropdown list, that means s/he does not have an account in CE Portal. You will need to create one; see next slide.
How to Create a CE Portal Account

• If the individual is not available in the drop-down list, that means s/he does not have an account in CE Portal.
• Close out of the faculty manager window and select Membership > Add Member from the blue menu on the left.
• Add the individual by entering the required details indicated on screen by a red asterisk *:
  • First Name
  • Last Name
  • Degree
  • Profession
  • Email Address
  • Password. You will need to make up a password, but don’t worry about remembering it or sending it to the individual. S/he will receive a welcome email with instructions on how to access their CE Portal account.
• Save and you will receive a confirmation message that the individual has been added.
• Navigate back to the RSS Dashboard and you can immediately add the faculty member.
Manage Faculty – continued

• Once you have added all of your faculty to the session, they will receive one system-generated email prompting them to complete their disclosure form.
• You can check the status of their disclosure in the RSS Dashboard. Be sure to click VIEW ALL if you have multiple faculty.

This symbol indicates that your attention is required.

As demonstrated here:

1. “Dr. Test” and “Jamie Silverstein” have reported financial relationships so the symbol is indicating that you need to collect and upload presentations from these speakers.
2. Bev Test, BSN does not have a disclosure submitted so the symbol is indicating you need to follow up with the speaker.
Template Language for Collecting Disclosure Form

Faculty will receive a system-based email prompt to submit their disclosure when you add them to an RSS Session.

It is the RSS Coordinator’s responsibility to monitor the status of the disclosure and take additional steps to follow up with the faculty member regarding the submission of their form. Here is sample language for your to use in your communication:

In order for us to have your session be reviewed and approved to offer CE credits, we need you to submit your Disclosure of Financial relationships. Please go to [z.umn.edu/CEPortal](http://z.umn.edu/CEPortal). Use the email address at which you are receiving this message to sign in to your account. Do not create a new account; you already have one. If you don't know your password, use the Forgot your password button and follow the prompts to do a reset. Once signed in, go to the Course Faculty option in the top menu and then you will find Disclosure of Financial Relationships in your Global Tasks. If you need help accessing your CE Portal account or have questions about which financial relationships to report, contact [rsc@umn.edu](mailto:rsc@umn.edu).
When is Peer Review Required?

- If a speaker indicates that s/he has one or more relationships with an ACCME-defined ineligible company, a peer review will need to be conducted.
- The RSS Coordinator should email the speaker to obtain their presentation (they cannot upload it in CE Portal themselves). See template language on the next page.
- Once the RSS Coordinator uploads the presentation, OCPD will begin review and route to the Course Director or another member of the Planning Committee for peer review. The peer review must be completed at least 24 hours prior to the start of the session so OCPD can conduct the final compliance review.
Template Language for Peer Review

When a faculty member discloses one or more financial relationships with an ACCME-defined ineligible company, we have to take steps to mitigate the potential conflict of interest. For RSS, we use Peer Review.

It is the RSS Coordinator’s responsibility to monitor the RSS Dashboard and do outreach to faculty who have reported financial relationships so a peer review can be conducted. Here is sample language for your use in that type of communication:

Thank you for submitting your financial disclosure form. Because you have indicated one or more financial relationships with ACCME-defined ineligible companies, we need to engage in a peer review per our accreditation processes. Please email me a copy of your presentation slides by (date). Note, I can accept a draft version of your slides, or if you won’t be using slides, a copy of your content outline will work too. We need to allow time for the Course Director and accreditation office to review, so please submit this as soon as possible.

In the event that your faculty has a financial disclosure that includes an employee or owner relationship with an ACCME-defined ineligible company, OCPD staff will need to conduct additional review. Per the Standards for Integrity and Independence in Accredited Continuing Education, employees and owners must be EXCLUDED from participating as planners and/or faculty of accredited education. OCPD staff will work with the RSS Coordinator and Course Director to conduct a review to determine if an exception can be made. Contact rsc@umn.edu for more information.
Create Your Flyer

Accreditation rules require that learners can view the following information PRIOR to the start of each session:
1. Accreditation Statement, logo and credit designation statement(s)
2. Disclosure summary of Planners and Speakers (even if there are no relationships to disclose)

The CE Portal will generate a flyer that you can use to meet these requirements. Be sure to generate a flyer for every session. You should wait to do so until your speaker(s) have submitted their disclosure.

To create the flyer, click the gray paper icon in the Topic column on the RSS Dashboard.
Create Your Flyer – continued

Then select Download Microsoft Word Version to generate your flyer.

You can choose to use the flyer as it is for your marketing/announcement for your upcoming session. You can also cut and paste the required elements out of it to include in your own marketing/announcement template.

OCPD provides you with a Welcome Slide template that must be used for each one of your sessions. These slides include a space for you to paste in these required elements from your flyer.
Create Your Welcome Slides

Use the Welcome Slide Template posted on the RSS Resources Page and update it to reflect the required information:

1. Accreditation Statement, logo and credit designation statement(s) – you can cut and paste this from your flyer
2. Disclosure summary of Planners and Speakers (even if there are no relationships to disclose) – you can cut and paste this from your flyer
3. Child ID # from the RSS Dashboard, as this is what they will use for texting / claiming their credit in CE Portal.

Do NOT generate a QR code from the RSS Dashboard. You should use the one provided to you by email for ALL of your sessions within the fiscal year.
At the approved RSS Session

• Be sure to share the Welcome Slides with learners prior to the start of the session so they can see the accreditation details, disclosure details and the activity information they need to claim credit/attendance.

• Consider also, including a reminder in the opening and/or closing remarks that ALL learners in attendance must claim credit/attendance within 24 hours of the session and announce again the session’s Activity ID number.

• If you’re hosting your RSS Session by webinar, use the chat feature to provide a reminder in the opening and/or closing remarks that ALL learners in attendance must claim credit/attendance within 24 hours of the session and announce again the session’s Activity ID number.

After the RSS Session

• If an attendee has missed the claim credit/attendance deadline and contacts you for assistance, email us at rsc@umn.edu and include the attendee’s first name, last name, email address and the date and child id # of the session so we can update their transcript.

• If an attendee needs assistance with CE Portal account, share our contact information, rsc@umn.edu and we can assist them with CE Portal.

Also - best practice is to ensure that all learners have access to this resource that provides guidance about CE Portal Account Creation and instructions for claiming RSS Attendance/Credit along with accessing transcript records in CE Portal.
Why is it important that ALL attendees at EVERY RSS session take the step to record their attendance/CE Credit?

1. An accredited course is required to maintain attendance records for a period of six years. If an individual is selected for audit by their licensure/certification board, OCPD may be asked to provide attendance records. Your attendees need to make sure we have record of their attendance/credits in the event they are audited by their board.

2. OCPD provides reporting data to our accredditor that includes the attendance information; it is important that we have an accurate count of attendees at each RSS session.

3. Departmental / UMN records. OCPD has been asked by some Departments for the attendance data. It is important for the data to be accurate so we can provide Departments / UMN with confirmed attendance data.
Q: What if I do not want/need CE credit?
A: You are still required to submit your attendance using one of the three available methods so we can maintain accurate attendance records. Also, if it turns out you do in fact need the credits at a later date, this ensures we have record of your attendance/credit and you can access it on your CE Portal Transcript.

Q: I am a nurse, but the RSS does not award ANCC credit to nurses. Why should I submit my attendance?
A: Many professional licensing boards are willing to consider course completion documentation and will accept courses for credit based on reciprocal recognition of the types of credit being offered. By submitting your attendance using one of the three available methods, you are ensuring that your attendance is tracked on your CE Portal transcript. You can then submit that documentation to your licensing board for their review and consideration of credit.

Q: I am a resident/student/fellow. Why should I submit my attendance?
A: To ensure that your attendance is captured on the session roster. Departments can pull the roster for all RSS sessions to review who participated. If your Department requires residents/students to participate in RSS, you should ensure your name is recorded on the roster report and your CE Portal transcript.

Q: I do not work for the University of Minnesota (UMN) and do not have a CE Portal account. How do I submit my attendance?
A: CE Portal is not limited to UMN employees; anyone can create an account using an email address. Please create a CE Portal account and follow the steps for either texting/scanning QR code/claiming attendance/credit in CE Portal to ensure that your attendance/credit is recorded on your transcript.
OCPD requests all RSS Course Directors and Coordinators to prioritize the messaging of this requirement to ALL RSS attendees. OCPD has provided the following resources to assist in this communication:

**Information for RSS Learners on CE Portal Account Creation and How to Claim RSS Attendance/Credit**

**Welcome Slides Template for RSS Coordinator’s Use**

**Other Strategies to Consider**

1. Include it in the opening and/or closing announcements. Verbally remind people to pull out their phones and text their attendance or open the Cloud CME mobile app and scan the QR code.
2. Use the chat feature in Zoom during the RSS session to remind people of the code and prompt them to claim attendance/credit.
3. Email reminders – send a follow up reminder to those who attended the session and remind them that if to claim attendance/credit within 24 hours.
We encourage learners to review their transcripts regularly.

RSS attendance/credit data is captured in CE Portal on the learner’s transcript. This info is not reflected on a certificate.
RSS Coordinator Access to Attendance Data

1. CE Portal (z.umn.edu/CEPortal)
2. Sign in
3. Access Administration link in the footer of the page
4. Select Reports
5. RSS Attendance History
6. Use the search field to find your RSS, pay attention to the RS-22/23 and select the appropriate fiscal year you wish to view. Adjust the dates to reflect the fiscal year as well (FY23 = 7/1/22-6/30/23)
7. Run report
8. The initial view, Attendance History, shows an at-a-glance graph.
9. Attendance Data shows the data per session. Note you can export the report to Excel.
10. Unique Participants shows the cumulative number of sessions* each learner has participated in. Note you can export the report to Excel.

*If your sessions provide more than 1.0 credit per session (they are longer than one hour), be sure to multiply the # of sessions attended by the # of credits/session to calculate a learner’s credits earned. Additionally, the learner can see their actual credit count on their CE Portal Transcript.
Questions?

• Email rsc@umn.edu

• Stop by a scheduled RSS Drop In Session from 1:00-1:30 pm on Wednesdays. Check your calendar for a meeting invitation or email rsc@umn.edu if you need an invitation.